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The House has passed HR 4695 and the Senate is considering S2644 introduced by Senators 

Graham and Van Hollen, aiming to sanction Turkey for its incursion into Syria and attack against 

steadfast US Kurdish allies who have spearheaded the fight against ISIS.

The UAE has stood with the Kurds and condemned the actions of Turkey. A nearly unanimous 

group of other Arab States joined the condemnation during an emergency meeting of the Arab 

Foreign Ministers at the General Secretariat of the Arab League in Cairo. Notably absent and 

instead supporting Turkey's actions in Syria is the state of Qatar along with Hamas, a U.S. 

designated Foreign Terrorist Organization.

10/12/19: "The UAE's Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Anwar Gargash also 
condemned the Turkish offensive."

" 'We call for the exit of Turkey and its forces, as well as all foreign forces that have 

violated this Arab country - and to push for a successful political solution,' Gargash 

said," Reuters.

1/31/19: "The United Arab Emirates' Minister of State for Foreign Affairs said on 
Wednesday that his government rejects Turkish plans to establish a buffer zone in 

northeast Syria aimed at isolating the nation's Kurds and that Ankara's repeated threats 

to do so 'worry' both Abu Dhabi and Washington," Kurdistan24.

Turkey has remained defiant in its aggression and Qatar and Hamas are supporting its defiance:

10/15/19: "Qatar defended its close ally Turkey's controversial operation against 
Kurdish forces in northern Syria on Tuesday, saying Ankara had acted against an 

'imminent threat,"' AFP.

10/15/19:" Hamas also backed Turkey's right to defend its border in a statement 
Monday, saying the group rejects the 'Zionist and American presence in the region' and 

affirms 'the unity and territorial integrity of the state of Syria,"' Haaretz.

Last week, Qatar announced that it was doubling down on its support forTurkey amidst 

scrutiny from Congress:

11/5/19: "Regional allies Qatar and Turkey plan to scale up their cooperation into a 
'comprehensive strategic partnership,"' Reuters.

This is not the first time Qatar has defended Turkey to help the nation avoid consequences 

from U.S. policymakers:

8/15/2018: "Qatar has pledged $15 billion worth of investment in Turkey in a bid to 
curb the impact of new U.S. sanctions."

"Qatar's Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani made the announcement Wednesday, 

saying the move was his way of standing by 'brothers in Turkey,' Qatari-owned news 

network Al Jazeera reported," Newsweek.
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